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ULTRALUMINOUS X-RAY SOURCES: AN OBSERVATIONAL REVIEW

G. Fabbiano^

RESUMEN
Las fuentes ultraliiminosas en rayos X (ULXs) son, corno su propio nombre indica, emisores extremadamente 
luminosos en rayos X, adenuis de objetos relativainente poco frecuentes en galaxias. Debido a su luminosidad, 
se ha sugerido que pueden ser producidos por un fenorneno de acrecion a un agujero negro (BH) de unos 
cientos de Mq , es decir. a un agujero negro mas inasivo que el que se podria originar a partir del proceso de 
evolucion estelar normal. Hay modelos alternativos quo incluyen remanentes jovenes de supernovas (SNRs), 
emision dirigida en forma de haz desde un agujero negro normal perteneciente al sistema binario emisor en 
rayos X (XRB) y con un alto ritmo de acrecion, o bieii, sistemas binarios con emision en rayos X que emiten 
un haz con velocidad('s rc'lativistas. La evidencia observacional sugiere que, aunque la mayoria de estos objetos 
parecen ser objcdos acrecientes compactos, no hay una evidencia clara de si estamos ante un sistema binario 
emisor de un haz dirigido en rayos X, o bien, ante un agujero negro acreciente muy inasivo. Es posible que lo 
que s(' denoniina ULXs sea una farnilia heterogenea de fuentes de rayos X.

ABSTRACT
Ultraluminous X-ray Sources (ULXs) are, as suggested by their name, extremely luminous and rare X-ray 
emitting objects found in galaxies. Because of their luminosity, it has been suggested that they may be 
powered by accretion onto a black hole (BH) of a few 100 more massive than what one would expect 
to originate from normal stellar evolution. Alternative models include young supernova remnants (SNRs), 
beamed emission from normal BH X-ray binaries (XRB) with high accretion rates, and relativistically beamed 
XRB emission. The observational evidence on ULXs suggests that while most of them are likely to be compact 
accreting objects, there is no clear unique evidence pointing either to the beamed XRB model or to accretion 
onto a very massive BH. It is possible that what we call ULXs are a heterogeneous family of X-ray sources.
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1. ULTRALUMINOUS X-RAY SOURCES:
DEFINITION AND A BRIEF HISTORY

Although different definitions exist, my obser
vational definition of ULX is a (usually, exception 
is e.g., the nucleus of M33, see below) non-nuclear 
source emitting at > 10^  ̂ ergs s“ \  well in excess of 
the Eddington luminosity of a spherically accreting 
neutron star (~  2 x ergs s~^). ULXs are also 
named super-Eddington source's (see Fabbiano 1989, 
1995 and references therein), and intermediate lu
minosity X-ray objects (IXOs) (Roberts & Warwick 
2000; Colbert &: Mushotzky 1999). In some cases, 
ULXs have been found to emit in the ~  10^° ergs s“  ̂
range (e.g., in M82, Matsumoto et al 2001; Kaaret 
et al 2001). ULXs were discovered with Einstein and 
studied with ROSAT  and ASCA. With Chandra we 
can now study and locate accurately a number of 
these sources in distant galaxies, and we can also see 
how their occurrence' is related to the general proper
ties of the XRB and stellar populations of the parent 
galaxy (see reviews. Fabbiano Y White 2003, Miller

 ̂Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

& Colbert 2004). X A IM  is providing high quality 
spectra and variability information of nearby lumi
nous ULXs (e.g.. Miller et al 2003; Strohmayer &: 
Mushotzky 2003), which can help uncovering their 
hidden engine.

ULXs are inherently exciting sources, whose na
ture has been the subject of controversy since their 
discovery. The possibility of them being SNRs rather 
than accreting binaries was suggested, based on the 
discovery of similarly luminous young SNRs (Fab
biano 1989). If these sources are accreting bina
ries, emitting isotropically at the Eddington limit, 
masses in excess of those expected from stellar black 
holes are implied, up to in some cases, > IOOMq 
(see Fabbiano 1989, 1995; Makishima et al. 2000). 
Colbert & Mushotzky (1999) dubbed this type of 
black holes ‘intermediate mass black holes’ (IMBHs). 
IMBHs would represent the ‘missing’ component of 
the BH mass spectrum, with masses in the gap be
tween those of the BHs found in Galactic XRBs, and 
the supermassive 10  ̂ — 10^4/., found at the nuclei 
of galaxies (e.g., Richstone et al 1998).
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More recently, a different suggestion has been ad
vanced, that ULXs may represent a normal stage of 
XRB evolution, being either due to beamed emission 
from highly accreting high mass XRBs or low-mass 
XRB transients (King et al 2001; King 2002), or to 
relativistic jets in XRBs (Kording et al 2001). In the 
King et al. (2001) model, the apparent (spherical) 
accretion luminosity is boosted because of geomet
rical collimation of the emitting area in thick accre
tion disks, resulting from the large thermal-timescale 
mass transfer characterizing the later stages of a 
massive XRB. Exploiting the similarity with Galac
tic microquasars, the jet emission model of Kording 
et al. (2002) produces enhanced luminosity via rela
tivistic beaming.

Where do I stand? I am data-driven. While 
IMBHs are an exciting possibility, extraordinary 
claims require extraordinary evidence (Carl Sagan 
1979; Broca’s brain, page 73). As I will summa
rize below, there is a body of evidence suggesting 
that ULXs may be a heterogeneous family: a large 
fractions may well be XRBs, possibly beamed, with 
stellar mass BHs; but there is also increasing circum
stantial evidence pointing to IMBHs in some cases.

2. THE FACTS

We now have a large amounts of observational 
results that we can use to constrain the nature of 
ULXs. This evidence includes: variability; spectral 
shapes and variability; counterparts at other wave
lengths; ULX environment, both local and as regards 
their relation to the X-ray luminosity function (XLF) 
of their host galaxy XRB population.

2.1. Variability

Although young SNRs may be responsible for 
ULX emission in some cases (e.g., Fabbiano 1989, 
Fabian & Terlevich 1996), there is now sufficient ev
idence from variability data, to establish that the 
majority of ULXs are indeed compact systems, most 
likely accreting binaries. Variability has been ob
served in times scales from years down to hours or 
less. Examples include: M81 X-9 (La Parola et 
al. 2001), varying over several years; variability in a 
few months time scales in ULX populations observed 
with Chandra in both M82 (Matsumoto et al. 2001; 
Kaaret et al. 2001) and the Antennae Galaxies (Fab
biano et al 2003a, 2003b); a 2.1 hr variation found in 
M51 X-7 by Liu et al. (2002); and a 54 mHz QPO 
reported by Strohmayer & Mushotzky (2003) in the 
most luminous M82 ULX. This QPO, in particular, 
may suggest emission from an accretion disk and is 
incompatible with the radiation being beamed (as in

King et al. 2001). (Ymparing this frequency with 
the typical frequencies of stiong QPOs from Galac
tic BH's with known mass('s. these authors suggest 
a mass in tlu' 100-10,000 Mr. range.

Transient b('havior could be a discriminant be
tween beaiiK'd models and IMBH accretion for the 
origin of ULXs in young, star-hn'inirig regions (Hen- 
ninger et al. 2003). Aeerc'tion onto IMBHs can 
lead to unslabh' disks and hence transient behav
ior whereas beanu'd XRBs ha\(' tiansfer rates tliat 
are high enough for tlu' disks lo b(' stable and X-ray 
emission to b(' pc'rsistr'iit. 14i('refore long-term moni
toring may prov(' a \'a,lual)l(' and possibl\' uniciue tool 
in unraveling thc' nature' of ULXs.

2.2. Spectral Vanai
Variability has been obser\('d also in the spec

tral properties of ULXs. eorrelate'd with the overall 
source' luminosity. Both higli/seeft-low/hard states, 
akin to those of some' Galactic BH binaries, and 
the reverse variability ])atte'rn, reminiscent of micro- 
quasars, have be'e'ii reported (e'.g., Kubota et al 2001: 
Liu et al 2002; Fabbiano et al 2003a). G/n/z/eiru ob
servations of the ULX at the nucleus of M33 have' re
vealed a two-component (power-law and disk) spec
trum and have established luminosity-speetral \ari- 
ability patterns, reminiscent of the' BH binaia- LMC 
X-3 (La Parola et al. 2003). This spectral variabil
ity may be indicative of tlie competition between the 
relative dominance of the aeerc'tion disk versus the 
innermost hot accretion flow; se'vc'ial scenarios for 
spectral variability are discussed in Fabbiano et al. 
2003a and references therein.

2.3. Spectra: Do we See IMBH Accretion Dtsk.^?
In the assumption that ULXs are accreting sys

tems, the spectra should refk'ct tlu' presence of an 
accretion disk. In particular (sec' e.g., Makishima 
et al 2000), one would ('xix'et to sc'c' a soft spectral 
component with kTin ~  1.2 keV (4 //1 0 4 /. )“ L >

For an IMBH this component should have a tem
perature in tlu' range of a few tens lo ~  100 eV. 
However, ASGA spectra of ULXs were typically too 
‘hot’, leading to the suggestion of Kerr BHs. if the 
IMBH hypothesis were to bc' retained (Makishima et 
al 2000). Softer components are now being reported 
with X M M  and Choudra (c'.g.. Miller et al 2003: 
Kaarc't et al 2003). In particular, a low-temperature 
component was disecn c'ic'd in the A2U4/spectrum of 
a ‘normal' ULX in NGC' 1313, which does not require 
a Kerr BH. and is entirc'ly consist cut with emission 
from an IMBH accretion disk (Miller et al. 20tl3). 
-A. much higher k l' was derived from the ASGA ob- 
s('rvations of the same GLX in the Makishima paper
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This was shown by Miller et al. to be the likely re
sult of the poorer statistics of the A SC A  data, which 
did not reveal the two-component spectrum evident 
in the X M M  data.

The Chandra detections of super-soft ULXs (e.g., 
Swartz et al. 2002, in M81) could be interpreted as 
evidence for IMBHs. However, in some cases, vari
ability of these sources suggest that the emitting re
gion may not be associated with the inner regions of 
IMBH accretion disks, but may be due to Eddington- 
driven outflows from a stellar ma.ss black hole (Mukai 
et al. 2003; Fabbiano et al. 2003b).

2.4. ULX Counterparts: Ambiguous Evidence

In some cases, the IMBH hypothesis is supported 
by the association of the ULX with diffuse Ka  neb
ulae, suggesting isotropic illumination of the inter
stellar medium by the ULX, and therefore absence 
of beaming (e.g. Pakull & Mirioni 2002 in the case 
of the NGC 1313 sources, see Miller et al. 2003). 
M81 X-9 is also associated with an optical nebula, 
which also contains hot gas (La Parola et al. 2001; 
Wang 2002). Wang (2002) considers the possibility 
that this nebula may be powered by the ULX and 
also speculates that it may be the remnant of the 
formation of the ULX. Weaver et al. (2002) discuss 
a heavily absorbed ULX in the nuclear starburst of 
NGC 253; this source appears to photoionize the sur
rounding gas. Weaver et al. speculate that it may be 
an IMBH, perhaps connected with either the begin
ning or the end of AGN activity. The luminous M82 
ULX appears to be at the center of an expanding 
molecular superbubble with 200 pc diameter (Mat
sushita et al. 2000). However, in at least one case 
(IC 342 X-1, Roberts et al. 2003), there is a sug
gestion of anisotropic photoionization, that may in
dicate beamed emission from the ULX.

In the Antennae galaxies (NGC 4038/9), compar
ison with H ST  data shows that the ULXs are offset 
from starforming stellar clusters. While coincidence 
with a stellar cluster may be due to happenstance 
because of the crowded fields, the absence of an op
tical counterpart is a solid result and suggests that 
the ULXs may have received kicks at their formation 
(Zezas & Fabbiano 2002), which may be unlikely in 
the case of a massive IMBH forming in a dense stal- 
lar cluster (e.g. Miller & Hamilton 2002). An alter
nate IMBH scenario, discussed by Zezas & Fabbiano, 
is that of primordial IMBHs drifting through stellar 
clusters after capturing a companion (Madau & Rees
2001). Displacements from star forming clusters 
are not unusual; they were also found in M82 and 
NGC5253 for less luminous X-ray sources (Kaaret

et al 2004). By analogy, this may suggest that the 
Antennae ULXs are also normal XRBs.

Other optical studies find counterparts to ULXs, 
and set indirect constraints on the nature of the ac- 
cretor. A blue optical continuum counterpart to the 
variable ULX NGG 5204 X-1 was found by Roberts 
et al. (2001), and subsequently resolved by Goad et 
al. (2002) with HST. These authors conclude that 
the stellar counterpart points to an early-type bi
nary. Similarly, Liu, Bregman & Seizer (2002) find 
an 08V star conterpart for M81 X-1, a ULX with 
average L x  ~  2 x 10̂ ® ergs s~^. These counter
parts may be consistent with the picture of King et 
al. (2001), of ULXs as XRBs experiencing thermal 
timescale mass transfer.

In at least one case, the variable luminous ULX 
2E1400.2-4108 in NGG 5408, there is observational 
evidence that may point to the relativistic jet model: 
Kaaret et al. (2003) find weak radio emission as
sociated with the X-ray source, and argue that the 
both the multi-wavelength spectral energy distribu
tion, and the X-ray spectrum are consistent with the 
Kording et al. (2002) scenario, although the IMBH 
is not dismissed.

2.5. Where Do We Find ULXs?

With Chandra^s ability to resolve the emission 
on physical sizes of tens of parsecs in nearby galax
ies, and the related sensitivity, studies of XRB pop
ulations in different galaxies are now possible (see 
e.g. review by Fabbiano & White 2003). A result is 
a clear correlation between the appearance of ULXs 
in a galaxy and the presence of a young stellar pop
ulation. ULXs are more numerous in actively star 
forming galaxies or galaxian components (e.g., Ten
nant et al 2001, Swartz et al 2003, the disk of 
M81; the Antennae galaxies, Fabbiano et al 2001, 
Zezas & Fabbiano 2002; see also Kilgard et al. 2002; 
Grimm et al 2003). This association, and the appar
ent universal shape of the XLF of starforming galax
ies (Grimm et al 2003), may suggest that ULXs are 
not exceptional objects (IMBHs), but just a stage of 
young XRB evolution, consistent with the King et al
(2001) scenario.

ULXs have been reported in Elliptical galaxies, 
possibly associated with Globular Glusters, where 
IMBHs could form (Angelini et al 2001), but their 
numbers are small, and it h8LS also been suggested 
that we may just be detecting background AGNs 
(Irwin et al 2003). However, the sample of galax
ies analyzed by Irwin et al is not large. We will 
need to wait until more data are analyzed before we 
can reach a conclusive assessment on this issue.
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3. SUMMARY

W hat do the facts tell us on the nature of ULXs? 
Possibly that there is not a simple explaination. Al
though a few ULXs may be young SNRs, variabil
ity points towards compact accretors in most cases. 
While spectral variability is overall consistent with 
the patterns of Galactic XRBs, suggesting a possi
bly beamed stellar BH emission (e.g. King et al 
2001, Kording et al 2002), the QPO detected in 
the M82 ULX (Strohmayer & Mushotzky 2003) and 
soft (100 eV) spectral components detected in some 
cases (e.g.. Miller et al 2003) suggest an IMBH. 
The soft component, however, may also be reconciled 
with a Eddington-driven BH photosphere (Mukai et 
al 2003). Early-type star optical counterparts of 
some ULXs suggest high mass XRBs, and there
fore beamed emission, but the presence of spherically 
symmetric ionized nebulae is instead consistent with 
IMBHs. The association with the young stellar pop
ulation and the displacement observed in the Anten
nae galaxies between ULXs and star-forming clus
ters, are consistent with the normal (beamed) XRB 
hypothesis, but it does not exclude IMBHs, if these 
can be connected in some ways with star formation.

In conclusion, there is no simple answer on the 
nature of ULXs. It is possible that ULXs are a 
heterogeneous family, including both XRBs, possi
bly beamed, with stellar mass BHs, and some IMBH 
in the most luminous extreme cases, such as in the 
M82 source.
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